
Account Executive SURVEY BENCHMARK
Modern Sales Pros + Concert set out to determine what makes the best  

Account Executive comp plans. With 63 companies responding and sharing data  
on how over 5,500 AEs get paid, here’s a peek at these comp plans in 2019.
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These are the findings for the Account Executive Survey Benchmark.  
For more information on how to improve your plans, download the  

full report at concertfinance.com/2019benchmarks.
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Organizations that pay on process have an average satisfaction score of 3.80, 
with the highest concentration of 5-star scores we’ve seen. 

AEs have specific pipeline targets, even with the support of the SDR teams.  
This isn’t just for orgs without SDR or BDR functions.

13% OF ORGANIZATIONS PAY AES ON PIPELINE 

These organizations pay on process using behavior metrics such as pipeline 
generation activities, opportunity stage movement and other MBOs. Paying 
on process directly gives feedback and rewards on behaviors which ensures 
better process adherence. 

PAY ON PROCESS SPOTLIGHT 

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE PAYEES  
AND 63 COMPANY RESPONDENTS

5,532

How likely are you to recommend your AE comp plan to a peer at another company?

AVERAGE PLAN  
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QUOTA METRICS

OF PLANS QUOTA ON  
PIPELINE/PROCESS

Those that comp on  
pipeline/process have  
a higher satisfaction score.

100% OF PLANS QUOTA  
ON CLOSED WON 13%

In addition to receiving credit for new business, 
many AEs receive quota credit for cross-sells 
(56%) and growth (52%) from existing accounts. 

QUOTA PERIOD

Companies with MONTHLY 
QUOTAS have a <$30k 

average sales price (ASP).
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Companies with 
QUARTERLY QUOTAS have 

a higher ASP >$30k.
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TIER 2

On average, people have

and 2 of those tiers  
are under quota.
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QUOTA4
Concert has seen teams 
with more tiers below 
quota have a higher % 
of quota achievement

These tiers give your 
high performers more 
targets to reach after 
attainment

https://www.concertfinance.com/2019benchmarks

